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About Us
Pure Security Insurance is a local insurance brokerage. We
provide FREE quotes from multiple nationally recognized insurance companies. We are dedicated to finding plans that best
fit our client’s needs. We specialize in the following insurance:
Medicare
Life

Life Insurance
What if you passed away
tomorrow? Would your
family be provided for?
Would they be able to
afford funeral costs?
Here at Pure Security
Insurance we wonder
those same questions.
Which is why we offer a
wide range of life insurance plans and coverage.
These plans include:

suffers from preexisting health conditions, such as Diabetes, Heart Attack,
Stroke, Cancer.



Health
Dental
Long Term Care
Health Supplements

Final Expense Plans
covers the cost of
funeral arrangements. The plans
also come with a
locked in premium,
death benefits, and
possible cash value.
And are not cancellable.

Guaranteed Issue
Plans



True Story

Guaranteed Issue
Plans are designed
to cover anyone that



They offer slated death
benefits for a certain
amount of time.



They offer initial affordability, adjustable
premiums, renewability, and can be converted to Whole Life.

Juvenile Plans



Final Expense Plans



This type of plan is a
low benefit plan.

for limited budgets.

Juvenile Plans are
normally term policies that change to
whole life coverage
after a certain
amount of time.



These plans are affordable and guarantee coverage for life.



The plans include
fixed level premiums, guaranteed
death benefits, and
permanent protection.

Term Plans



Whole Life Plans



Whole Life Plans are
guaranteed life insurance for your life.



The premiums are level
and payable for life.
The plans also include
dividends, and guaranteed cash value.

Would your family be left in
a stable financial situation
if you were to pass away?

Fun Fact

Most elephants weigh less
These plans provide than the tongue of a blue
temporary protection whale.

A married couple referred to an insurance company about applying for life insurance. During the meeting the husband
decided against getting the insurance, while the wife was convinced on getting the plan. After deliberation the husband
gave in, and an insurance policy was purchased. Just a few days after the plan was made official, the husband was
struck by a train on his way home from work and was killed instantly. Due to the newly purchased life insurance, the
wife was saved from financial ruin. Would your family have the same saving grace?
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